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A mi familia,
desde su ausencia estuvieron más presentes que nunca.
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Abstract

Space is often considered an empty void. Yet, to illustrate this ubiquitous
concept solely by its physical implications is to disregard the intricate
connections inherent to its multifaceted nuances. Adhering to Carol Becker’s
and Yi-Fu Tuan’s postulates, I understand space as a set of relations, which not
only refer to a material condition, but also to a complex sociocultural schema.
In this thesis I explore how my interpretation of space led me to a critical
evaluation of place, and allowed me to locate my work and ideas in accordance
to the spatiotemporal sense of the here in relation to the there. Through an
analytical revision of this dialectic, I examine the influence of critical thinkers
including Kwon, Augé, Foucault, and Vidler, among others, and establish that
here is in there.
Through this analysis I define my practice as situation-based and
contextualize my proposal within a broader contemporary art scene. While
revealing how my work intrinsically responds to the architectural and cultural
cues given by the places through which I transit, I also acknowledge the
influence of visual creators Gordon Matta Clark, Rachel Whiteread, Do-Ho
Suh, and Sarah Oppenheimer.
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The close examination of my creative inquiry amidst the theories
of these influential artists and scholars spur me to realize the impossibility
of the here/there convergence, and urges me to search for an elsewhere. This
displacement exercise materializes new possibilities in the intangible and the
unfamiliar, redefines my placeness, and hence opens new challenges for future
work.
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Introduction

In this document I examine, through my interest in space, how I
have become conscious of the notion of place, and discuss the influences
and referents that have informed this translation process. I structure my
writing into four chapters, locating my work and ideas in accordance to the
spatiotemporal sense of the here in relation to the there.

In the first chapter, Here, I expose how isolation and, inversely, connectivity
trigger my location awareness, and present three installation pieces that serve
as a response to a sense of groundedness. While discussing the essay The Wrong
Place (2000) of American scholar Miwon Kwon, I reflect upon the notion
of belonging and transience, which, as she states, define the spatiotemporal
doubleness of experience (1).
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By announcing place as an overarching concept–both in a geographical and
sociocultural sense–I underline the importance of the city and its architecture
as the root of my current queries. The basis for this all-encompassing spatial
viewpoint is grounded and stimulated by the work of the Chinese-American
geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, particularly by his writing Space and Place, the
Perspective of Experience (1977). His theory that experience defines space,
allows me to locate my childhood dérive exercises–as defined by Situationist
Guy Debord–as crucial experiences that have primed my subsequent
reflections on spatial issues generated by the correlation between humans and
their built structures.
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The chapter, There, offers a description of the emergence of my practice with
the Forgotten Places and Invented Cities series. It explains how my recurrent
research travels–glass specialization trips–sparked an interest in the specific
architecture of visited locations. I describe the structure of my image banks
and frame them in relation to the conception of my own cities. Through this
section, I explain how I develop an appreciation for architecture’s faculty to
connect space with time and place. In addition, I refer to Calvino’s influence on
my urban observations and expose how through My Fedora (After Calvino) I
converge the aforementioned space/place/time correlation with the imaginary.
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I approach the here-there relationship and establish that “here is in there”
by stating that this dialectical association is intrinsically transitional, and
continually shifting and overlapping in accordance to one’s location. In
reference to Gertrude Stein’s celebrated quote, “there is no there, there”, I
suggest an impossibility in the experience of the there and argue that this
concept is only conceivable through memory and thought.

In Here/There, the third chapter of this document, I comment upon cardinal
pieces that stand in the threshold of these two concepts and tie the here with the
there. In the mixed media installation Aquí y Allá, I speak about the dichotomy
of location while questioning representation and evaluating what is real. In
Memory of this Place I reflect upon the temporal relationships of space with
architecture by projecting membrane-like walls of what might have once been
the spatial division of a given site. In the conclusion of this chapter I reference
Temple, and show how through transcendence the here becomes there.
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Through these three chapters I contextualize my proposal within a broader
contemporary art scene, articulate a dialogue with the authors that have
influenced my thoughts and shaped my understanding of space and place, and
link my work with that of other visual creators.
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The French philosopher Gaston Bachelard and the American contemporary
critical theorist Carol Becker are key influences on my theoretical framework.
Bachelard’s writings in Poetics of Space (1958) has made me realize the
importance of the house we were born in–or unforgettable house–which
grounds every experienced space in relation to the stage of one’s upbringing;
this apparently elementary spatial relationship sets the first index for place,
denoting too an inherent question of time. Becker’s Thinking in Place (2009)
helped me visualize place as a ubiquitous concept that does not only refer to
a physical location, but also applies to every contextualized dominion. This
perspective means that place can only be defined by the negotiation between
cultural, historical, social, political, and geographical aspects.
As I break down these authors’ ideas to strengthen my own thinking process
and define my voice in this conversation, I soon draw clear connections between
their postulates, being able–for example–to parallel Beckers’ relentlessness to
return to Bachelard’s need to go back. These associations have encouraged me
to refine my responsiveness to commonly discussed ideas and to define my
own participation as a creator in this wide cultural landscape.
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I have also been informed by the work of other authors, whose words
have been crucial in the conceptualization of a diverse number of my pieces
developed throughout my graduate studies. Michel Foucault’s Of Other Spaces
(1967) and particularly his concept heterotopia was cardinal to the conception
of Flydesia, an ongoing project through which I create a fictional country
and continent characterized by its dullness and lack of outstanding features.
The universal sameness proposed by French anthropologist Marc Augé in
his Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity (1995), also aided me in
the contextualization of this project and gave shape to Elsewhere, the fourth
chapter of my thesis.
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In this final chapter I examine two site-specific architectural interventions
that through negative space refer to the groundlessness of location: Within and
A Través. The first piece evokes an anonymous, inaccessible dwelling, which
correlates to Becker’s Otherness by maintaining an indefinable distance from
anywhere known. The latter intervention, stands as a rupture within a solid
mass that, although transitable, ultimately refers to the absent space.
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These elsewheres establish a closing for my graduate inquiry and suggest new
challenges for future work. While developing these last pieces in such close
relation to my surrounding constructed environment, I became cognizant of
my dependence on architecture. Hence, whilst acknowledging the influence
of Sarah Oppenheimer’s seamless work, I pose the questions that I convey as
exploring this new architectural language.
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I close this section by emphasizing how in the course of contextualizing
and locating my creative practice–and essentially myself–I have embarked
on a process of navigation. As Becker says, the “here” in which I have landed
is finally not physical, geographical or even temporal place. Rather, it is a
virtual space of ideas (2). Standing in this here I conclude by insisting on the
impossibility of attaining the there, whereas an achievable interjection could
only be materialized through the intangibility of the elsewhere. With this
statement I oppose the concept of space as an empty void and, to repeat Tuan’s
terminology, define it as a set of relations.
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It is crucial to note that as relevant as these critical thinkers are, numerous
visual artists, along with places, materials, and processes have influenced
my creative practice. I wouldn’t have been able to develop an analytical
understanding of positive/negative volumes without encountering the
work of British artist Rachel Whiteread, nor without the mold making
experience gained through years as a glass kiln worker. Furthermore, reading
Anthony Vidler’s essay on Whiteread A Dark Space (1995) gave me the
ability to conceptualize the meaning of the absent volume and fully grasp
the possibilities of the enunciated positive/negative association. I have since
expanded these explorations to address the unstable boundaries between
inside/outside, personal/private, present/absent, and ultimately here/there,
which have become vital concepts in my current investigations.
By considering Do-Ho Suh’s personal regard for location in his weightless
installations–which stand in direct opposition to Whiteread’s bulky
compositions–I was led to acknowledge the sense of identity inevitably present
in what I once perceived as categorically impersonal pieces. Kwon asserts
that our sense of identity is fundamentally tied to our relationship to places and
the histories that they embody (3), a concept that recurs as thinking in place
throughout the construction of this thesis.
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Sarah Oppenheimer’s treatment of architecture has inspired me to blur the
boundaries between my artwork and its’ emplacement. After reviewing my
graduate work, I am certain that all major pieces respond to the particularities
of a given location, and are irreproducible because they are essentially bound
to the places where they are conceived. In this sense, it is pertinent to highlight
how Gordon Matta Clark’s building incisions have operated as a foundation
for my appreciation of the construction/deconstruction language. In addition,
I can closely relate to the challenges of scale, permanence and accessibility
proposed by his work.
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I formulated this thesis with the aim of resolving some of the critical issues I
study through my work. Although some of these inquiries have been attended
to, this document has led to a larger, more profound inquisition. Through
this writing process I have established more challenges and discovered more
impending explorations than closed known threads of realization.
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I understand the city as a structured, complex system that stands as an
organizational response to a once-primary settlement necessity. Nomadic
societies opted for the village, which then after population, housing, economic,
and transportation growth matured into urban compositions. From precisely
crafted grid-pattern layouts, to concentric radial arrangements, seemingly
random risings, or topographically-induced planning, the city comprises a
universally common organizational characteristic.

In my reevaluation of these early inquiries and their significance in my
current understanding of space and place, I encountered the notion of dérive,
a concept largely advanced by French thinker Guy Debord. In Theory of Dérive
(1956) he defines the dérive as a technique of rapid passage through varied
ambiances (4), where a person abandons all usual purposes for movement
and action, and lets himself be drawn in by the lures of the location. The
author denotes a lively approach to the city’s psychogeographic contours (5),
underlining the burden of the relationship between the environment and the
individual.
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Growing up in a city outlined by natural geographical boundaries, and
additionally defined by a prominent socially-segregated internal organization,
inspired me to develop an early interest in space distribution and demographics.
Where people lived and how people moved through the city were always
relevant topics in my childhood thoughts. As a child I would secretly wander
through strange areas of the city and hop onto buses to experience the entire
routes they traversed through the urban valley. I was amazed by the fact that
streets could take me from one area of the city to the other, abruptly over
imposing dissimilar sceneries and anonymous dwellers.
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I believe that my fixation with the precise area of concession between city
inhabitants and the city as location–the psychogeographic contours noted by
Debord–is what made me evaluate my own position. By considering position
as a relation to a sociocultural context, and moreover as a self-contextualized
placement in the world, I soon became aware of the real distance that separated
my city with others.
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Santiago’s physical and cultural isolation can be easily felt. The intimate
experience of this city in relation to other locations imprinted a sense of
remoteness upon my consciousness, which accentuated my interest in concepts
like distance and connection.
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In an attempt to escape its’ confinement, and probably in order to fulfill an
adolescent desire for travel, I began to spend time in rural regions of Chile. Los
Canelos in the North, Loncopitrío in the South and Huape on the coast are
places that, due to their inaccessibility and small population, were then absent
on maps and still remain nameless for many. These places’ severe geography
and austere layout, suggest that the distance to them ought to be measured
through a non-quantifiable unit; it would only be accurate to use a system that
could converge the physical detachment along with the silence, the wind, and
the vast cultural severance inherent in those isolated lands.
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The appeal of an ultimate, unreachable remoteness is overwhelmed by the
gloom of existing global connection systems; no matter how isolated a site
might seem, there is unavoidably a way to access it. It is my understanding
that Interstate 5 is the continuation of Route 5, a highway that runs along the
Pacific Coast and links major seaside cities in North and South America. It
is remarkable to consider that southward this highway turns into Carretera
Austral, a winding mud road that insinuates the possibility of extending this
connection to the southernmost (is)lands of the continent, and that northward
it turns into the so-called Sea to Sky Highway, merging the horizontal referents
into one.
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The fact that you can follow one same line on the ground and get from Caleta
Tortel to Alaska evidences the fact that as Structuralism postulates, seemingly
disparate elements are intrinsically interrelated. In regard to this subject, Marc
Augé proposes a single global synthesis. He states that the world is like a single
immense conurbation (6), which comprises extensive metropolitan axes, along
with traffic routes that are all interconnected, together constituting a sort of
‘virtual metacity’– a concept first coined by Virilio in La Bombe Informatique
(1998) (7).
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This particular possibility of connecting elements, namely ideas, edifices,
objects, and places, led me to a barren attempt to evidence the association–or
annul the apparent void–between things. With simple materials I developed a
series of connective exercises through which I proposed stretched lines as the
physical manifestation of this immaterial relationship.
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Line in the Sky,
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Initially, I indiscriminately drew horizontal lines between vertical
structures, including trees, light posts, walls and other urban elements.
Beyond the actual bond, the gesture of connection emerged as the substantial
component of this series of works. The Line In The Sky was one such connection
I ingeniously drew ten years ago as an undergraduate art student in Santiago,
and more than the actual line, my interest was focused on the demarcation
process of the space. The distance between elements was traced through this
simple delineation, which turned the basic tangible detachment presence into
the ground base for future significant projects, such as Memory of This Place,
which I describe later in this document.
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Through the appraisal of the possibilities of these linear connections, I
execute a set of spatial studies, where through repetition, the linearity is
translated into a plane. In Spatial Division Study 5, the inner space of a small,
closed room is transformed by the presence of horizontal bands of black
masking tape. The lines establish a formal dialogue between the vertical
structures and, as in Scale Model for Building Connection, set a guide for a
scale investigation. In the latter piece, I explore the optic capacities of glass as a
light transmitter, by emphasizing the intangibility of the proposed connection
through this material choice.
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It was a difficult enterprise to document these initial exercises and articulate
a coherent analysis of their impact in my creative investigation. Although the
line itself served as an indication source, the mere presentation of, for example,
a photograph of a horizontal line between two trees, was hardly able to address
my spatial concerns. Looking back on these exercises it becomes evident that
the images and videos I have employed as visual references to these gestures
are markers of specific actions, and that the pieces need to be physically
experienced in order for the viewer to fully grasp their significance.
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I now understand the determinative spur for inner-city dérives as well as
my hazier country-length explorations, and can relate to Kwon’s profound
appraisal for the notion of place. She states that our sense of identity is
fundamentally tied to our relationship to places and the histories that they
embody (8), a standpoint that I correspond as intending to comprehend the
nuances of groundedness.
The voluntary uprooting recalled by Kwon has shaped my sense of placeness.
As she describes through the case study of Majeski’s voyage to Valparaíso in
DeLillo’s 1999 homonym play, it is from the instance of being in an airplane
headed for the wrong city that Majeski begins to recognize himself, or rather
his own estrangement, and is set on a journey to account for his identity (9).
With this exploration, Kwon questions our capacity to constitute a coherent
sense of self in relation to our right-placeness, as she concludes it is actually
in the wrongness rather than in the rightness of place (10) that we come into
focus. In correspondence with the thoughts of the author, I define the precise
conditions of disjuncture, instability, uncertainty, and estrangement as a basis
for self- knowledge (11). Herewith, I am more certain of my personal identity
as being displaced.
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It is important to state that although I have described how I acknowledge
the concept of place through the city (in its capacity to embody location
dynamics), my inquires allude to the multifaceted sociocultural conditions
that circumscribe what it means to be in place. To consider place is to appreciate
context, a multilayered condition that not only refers to geographical
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constraints, but also to temporal, cultural, political, social, and economic
parameters. I turn to Becker to uphold my analysis, who approaches place as a
virtual space of ideas:
I am grateful to have attempted my own return to these originary places in
writing and to have begun a process of navigation–from there (memory) to
here (present). But the here in which I have landed is finally not physical,
geographical or even temporal place. Rather, it is a virtual space of ideas,
a familiar place of emotions and situations made of the stories and images
that I gave replayed throughout my life.
(Becker 25)

After reflecting upon the way Becker blends the boundaries of the aforesaid
constituents of place, I look at Tuan’s breakdown of the concept. He assesses
place in relation to space and establishes that they require each other for
definition:
What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it
better and endow it with value […] If we think of space as that which allows
movement, then place is a pause; each pause in movement makes it possible
for location to be transformed into place.
(Tuan 6)

While walking through the staircase, the reflected image incites an
appraisal of the surrounding scenery. The buildings, passageway, street, sky,
and self are mirrored as a fragmented echo of the emplacement. The nuances
of this suggested panorama imply the possibility of dislocation; through the
experience of the emulated perspective, my place–here–seems to be there.
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Between Walls is a site-specific installation that addresses the pause of
movement proposed by Tuan. In this piece, I attach mirrors to the risers of
a narrow staircase corridor constrained between two massive buildings. A
new, open perspective is created in the solid volume, which transforms the
pedestrian’s interaction with the transitive space.
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Space can be variously
experienced as the relative
location of objects or
places, as the distance
and expanses that separate
or link places, and-more
abstractly-as the area
def ined by a net work of
places.
60

(Tuan 12)
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The ubiquitous conurbation suggested by Augé alongside Tuan’s network,
establishes a lucid spatial correlation between distanced locations, yet does not
reference the temporary relationships existent within them. Architecture, on
the other hand, has the capacity to embody these two concepts and parallel
space with time. While experiencing any given construction it is possible to
assimilate formal aspects of the space (light, dimensions, textures, etc.) and,
simultaneously, understand these formalities as transitioning elements, whose
origins respond to a historic period and whose development stand as a lifetime
of changes and adaptation processes.
As proposed by Ruskin in his Seven Lamps of Architecture (1849) and recalled
by Shelley Hornstein, Professor of Architectural History & Urban Culture at
York University, in her latest publication Losing Site, Architecture, Memory and
Place (2011), we may live without [architecture], and worship without her, but
we cannot remember without her (12).
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I see architecture as a vivid resonance of a given cultural context and
understand all interactions within these constructions as a complex matrix
of shifting relationships–otherwise defined as the city. As I have noted, since
my inadvertent dérive explorations as a child I have studied this condition
of fluctuation and admired the immense richness of information available
through simple city-observation. Later, as I began to periodically travel abroad
to delve into different glass specialization projects, my young amusement
began to take shape into a learnt attentiveness; every city allowed for new
possibilities of exploration and endless awe-inspiring fields of operation.
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The memory of striking yet dissimilar locations like Herculaneum, Rapa Nui,
and Caithness have settled in my thoughts, and emerge as strong influences
when I operate within the language of architecture and its vestiges, ruins.
These images strongly echo Auge’s declaration of large-scale contemporary
urban architecture as reproducing in reverse the relation with time expressed by
the spectacle of ruins (13). He states that ruins speak not of history but of time.
Pure time. (14)
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From these statements, the ruin appears to me as a disruptive element within
the spatio temporality of architecture, which I equate with the forgotten. The
marvel of ruins described by Augé is not only provided by the richness of
textures inherent to timeworn, long standing constructions; the spectacle is
conceded by the synesthetic apprehension of space, time and place. I explore
this intersection through a series of Forgotten Places. In this body of work
I study diverse locations (first in Chile, and then overseas) that due to their
remnant constructions, transcend the apparent stagnancy of these vestiges.
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Humberstone was a potassium nitrate (saltpeter) mining town in the North
of Chile. The extraction of this material was the main source of income for
the country during the early 1900’s. After a synthetic compound was created
in Germany in 1929, Humberstone was abandoned, standing now as a ghost
town in the middle of the driest desert of the world. In En el Norte I juxtapose
its crackled edifices–a condition enhanced by the rough quality of the enamels
on the glass surface–with the incorporation of contemporary elements such
as a light post and cables. Comparably, En el Sur depicts the non-operating
whaling house of Caleta Chome (near the Bio Bio river mouth, in southern
Chile), and contrasts the oversized decaying building with the surrounding
wild vegetation and local villagers.
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While developing this body of work I was invited to participate in the
Northlands Creative Glass Artist in Residence Program, located in the
village of Lybster, in northern Scotland (population 400 approx.). During this
residency, I closely study the local architecture, and translate my interest in
built vestiges to the northern Scottish landscape. I present in Castillo de Piedras
a semi-collapsed stone croft house representative of the Caithness region. This
multi-panel piece suggests through its textured volume a correlation between
the painted edifice and the characteristic openness of the Highlands.
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When I began to comprehend the significance of the visual input offered by
the cultural exposure I was gaining through my travels, I started compiling
an exhaustive image archive of daily snapshots and location documentation. I
forged the habit of cataloguing my images chronologically (according to year
and month) alongside complementing digital folders with online bookmarks
and scanned copies of other referenced sources including maps, brochures,
books, and magazines. The richness of this growing collection enabled me to
assemble fictitious sceneries and construct the Invented Cities series.
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Mi Ciudad comprises a range of buildings which I identify as Santiago’s
grey structures, proposed in a reordered, active form. My selection embraces
anonymous conventional 1970’s constructions; those that house middle class
families or that offer workplaces for institutionalized offices. These edifices,
which are characterized by sturdily organized arrangements and overall simple
compositions, are abundant in Santiago, and give a panoramic griminess to
the central area. By selecting these unrecognized structures and representing
them in painted forms with unusual perspectives, unstable orientations, and
skewed projections, I re-evaluate their relational capacities and propose the
fictional correlations among them as my own city (in Spanish, mi ciudad).
In opposition to the anonymous quality present in Mi CIudad, in Royal
Society of Edinburgh, a four-panel multi-layered glass composition, I study
seminal Scottish buildings and explore their representation as nameless,
distorted structures. In this piece, the perspective and selective frame
obliterates the significance of the individual constructions. Along this same
line of study, in Organized Circumstance I paint diverse architectural styles
embodied by selected European cathedrals, and alter perspectives and angles
between represented volumes.
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During these years of technical enameling and kiln casting specialization,
I approached my spatial interests via formal aspects of the painted image and
volume treatment of the glass. It took full concentration and a prolonged
working time to establish the particular composition that my selected buildings
required. As I aimed to paint and represent the image in space, I deconstructed
its chromatic values into different layers and then independently painted each
one on different sheets of glass. After this, I fused all of layers into one unified
thick piece. Through this process I was able to give depth to the image and
present individual buildings in different profundities within the glass panels.
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I take the deconstruction process and layering to the extreme in Horizontal
Improvisation, a composition constituted by twelve freestanding blocks of
hand-painted and casted float glass which depicts a selection of buildings from
recently visited and unknown locations. The image is separated into its various
color values and layered into fourteen individual sheets of glass. This creates a
profound depth of field and allows the presence of transparent spaces between
images.
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The Invented Cities series operates as symbols of location ownership. The
processes encompassed within the archive of images and the hand-painting
on glass denotes a rudimentary retention of place. Each of the selected
constructions acts as a constituent for a fictitious scenario, which ultimately
emerges as the embodiment of an imagined form. My Fedora (After Calvino)
comprises a deeper involvement with the notion of imagination, yet reveals the
infeasibility of this pictorial method of retainment.
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Italo Calvino suggests in his Invisible Cities (1974) the existence of fantastic
metropolises that question the notions of memory, desire, death, and symbols.
Each described city has a special characteristic, yet ultimately, they all refer
to one place. Fedora, the stone city, contains in its center crystal globes that
encase forms that the city could have taken if, for one reason or another, it had
not become what we see today (15).
These miniatures of the city represent the impossibility of reproduction;
while the scale models were being constructed, the actual city of Fedora kept
changing and could not be forced to remain the same.
Through My Fedora (After Calvino) I respond to the enduring problems
posed by this occurrence. The piece is comprised of a set of hand-blown
squatted glass spheres that encase small-scale representations of anonymous
cities. The cities imitate remembered visited locations, yet, since they are made
of white uniform plaster, appear as undistinguished, featureless alignments.
The water required for the plaster mixture is sealed within the glass, and the
evaporation-condensation cycle gradually deteriorates the minuscule edifices,
eventually devastating the cities.
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In an attempt to possess the locations captured through my digital and
mental archives–there–I remove all traces of identifiability, which evidences
the fundamental inaccessibility implied in the there. The distant location
inevitably loses its essence as a detached entity as soon as it is approached.
Hence, the direct encounter–or ownership–implies a negation of the concept,
turning the there into here.
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It is noteworthy to comment on the way the American writer, painter and
art collector, Gertrude Stein, has referred to this matter. Stein was raised
in Oakland, California, and at the age of 24 moved to Paris, making the
French capital her home. While being overseas she regards Oakland as her
geographical there, and upon her return comments “there is no there, there”
(16). By analyzing her words, I resolve that the there does exist, but only in
concept. Its unattainability is what distinctly defines the term, since once
reached it’s abridged to here, which is why I state that here is in there.
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The origin of the map is lost
in history. No one knows when
or where or for what purpose
someone got the first idea to
draw a sketch to communicate
a sense of place, some sense
of here in relation to there. It
must have been many millennia
ago, probably before written
language. It certainly was long
before the human mind could
conceive of the worlds beyond
shore and horizon, beyond Earth
itself, that would be embraced
through mapping.
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I am in accord with the writer’s reflections when he states that the foreignness
of what you no longer are or no longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign,
unpossessed places (18).
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My bleak efforts to reach and behold a distant there clearly evidence the
impossibility of such an attempt. Nevertheless, although conscious of this
infeasibility, while I am in Providence I inevitably yearn to be in Santiago.
And, inversely, whilst I am there (shifting Santiago into here), I think about
Providence (now as the newfangled there). I relate this apparent whim for the
faraway to the self-imposed collision with the unknown proposed by Calvino.
Homologous to Kwon’s condition of disjuncture, Calvino narrates how at
arriving at each new city, the traveler finds a past of his that he did not know
he had (17).
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The first studio I was assigned in the city of Providence was located in
northwest corner of the sixth floor of a 1890’s building. Through the arched
windows of the space I could see the daily downtown panorama and experience
the stagnancy of the city. Aquí y Allá, a mixed media installation, was my first
response to this space in relation to its location–and in relation to my own.
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In this piece, I block the six existent windows of the studio with white foam
board, and following room’s given architecture, paint a seventh aperture on
the south wall. The colors, shape and layout of this representation convincingly
resemble the real windows, creating an effective trompe l’oeil. Over the painted
image I project the video of a foreign city–Santiago–that due to its particular
architecture, vegetation, and topography suggests a non-correspondence
with Providence. I project the image of an eighth window beside this crafted
frame, over which I add the projection of the actual Providence cityscape. A
selected quote painted on the south wall references the indicated city without
mentioning its name.
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The flat painted window entices a misshaped reality that imparts a sense of
displacement and presents a spatial disassociation. This piece exposes the viewer
to a dichotomy of location and although the installation is unquestionably in
the sixth floor of an 1890’s building in downtown Providence, it insinuates
the possibility of an elsewhere, or as suggested by Kwon, the possibility of
traversing through elsewhere (19).
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This installation echoes the emblematic 1960’s conceptual piece of American
artist, Joseph Kosuth, One and Three Chairs, and questions the notion
of representation. By blocking the real windows, and by disguising their
appearance with a material that resembles the white walls of the room, I negate
their functionality and turn them into obsolete architecture. As with those
many bricked-up thresholds that indicate a past purpose, the real apertures
in my studio only insinuate the possibility of an exterior, but instead keep
the space sealed, which negates the inside/outside dialectic. In this sense, the
outside–obscured by the real window–is brought into the room solely through
the projection, and becomes an illusion of the real. The representation thus
acquires a veracious aspect that skews the overall experience for the viewer.
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While working with the language of constructed architecture, I have closely
regarded the work of Gordon Matta Clark, an American artist whose sitespecific incisions in buildings have influentially permeated the ongoing art
discourse since the 1970’s.
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The nature of the window as a portal is successfully introduced through
its presentation as a framed opening–a fissure to a dissimilar, exterior space.
Whereas this opening is created by the painted image and the projection, the
aperture role can likewise be ascribed to the mirror. The fluctuating reflection
on the vitreous surface indicates an altered, inverted setting. Such as in
Between Walls, in Threshold 2 the mirror generates a new perspective, now in
the form of an artificial spatial inception on a brick wall. The latter site-specific
piece emulates the forms of the surrounding architecture, for what emerges as
a false doorway disguised within existent ones.
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By researching his work and studying his writings, I have gained perspective
towards his conception of the building and its walls as an animate compound.
I strongly engage with Matta Clark’s approach to the construction field, and
agree with the way he describes it as an organic ground, charged with ceaseless
spatial possibilities. In a 1977 interview he states:

A simple cut, or series of cuts, acts as a powerful drawing device able to
redefine spatial situations and structural components. What is invisibly at
play behind a wall or floor, once exposed, becomes an active participant
in a spatial drawing of the building’s inner life. The act of cutting through
from one space to another produces certain complexity involving depth
perception.
(Matta Clark 25)
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As noted by many, the impact of Matta-Clark among generations of artists
to emerge within the 1990’s cannot be disputed. Perhaps no contemporary
artist has explored more facets of his central investigation with the concealed
spaces of vernacular architecture than the British sculptor Rachel Whiteread.
(Jenkins 74)
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By delving into the ideas presented by the 1950’s negative plaster models of
Italian architect Luigi Moretti, and recalling the vocabulary of Herculaneum
and Pompeii’s immobile inhabitants, Whiteread has developed a profound,
distinctive visual language pertaining to the positive/negative volume. By
using materials such as plaster, rubber, concrete, or resin, she turns palpable
the impalpable (Vidler 67). Whilst evidencing the absent, Whiteread also
indicates the specificities of what is gone by leaving subtle material traces of the
original cast element. In addition, the surfaces of her work show remarkable
color nuances, rich textures and even remaining fragments of the omitted
form, namely doors, floors, staircases, walls, and other objects within this
construction demesne.
In accordance with my view of the window as a metaphor or a frame to
memory, and in tandem with my interest in connecting elements, I create
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Memory of This Place, a site-specific installation on the open floor of an
abandoned building. While using the trace remains found in the timeworn,
wooden floor as a guide, I project plastic vertical membrane-like walls that
correspond to what might have once been a possible past architecture. Like
in Orfeo, a vitreous column representative of my early glass work, the viewer
tends to gently negotiate with the scale and form of the presented structure,
in order to assess the optic qualities of the semitransparent material. In this
case, the thinness of the plastic allows natural light to pass through the layered
construction, which creates ethereal inner rooms that subtly undulate as the
visitor wanders through them.
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The experience of the building–inflected by the translucent, seamless,
screened partitions–conveys a temporal transience. Each stretched layer
introduces the reminiscences of long-gone structures, and within each the
gauged expanse is revered in the vocabulary of time. The particularities of the
location circumscribe that the spatial interruption is from a present (here), to
an invented past (there).
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In these ways, Memory of this Place acts as a spatial mapping of time. The
intangibility of the latter concept materializes with the aforesaid connection
gesture; it is the plastic which draws the spatiotemporal narrative by tying
the floor to the ceiling. The University of Wisconsin academics, Arthur H.
Robinson and Barbara Bartz Petchenik, describe in their book The Nature of
Maps (1976) how space apprehension relates to the cognizance of time:
There is fairly wide-spread philosophical agreement, which certainly
accords with common sense, that the spatial aspects of all existence are
fundamental. Before an awareness of time, there is an awareness of relations
in space, and space seems to be the aspect of existence to which most other
things can be analogized, or which they can be equated.
(Wilford 14)
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The Korean contemporary artist Do-Ho Suh has developed a sizeable
body of work comprising of biographical narratives of architecture. Upon
contemplation of his unearthly installations, and by thinking about the
sense of identity given by placeness (aforementioned through Kwon’s work),
I have grasped the personal value inherent to my location studies. Seconding
the statements of the author, I believe that identity is interwoven with our
relationship to place.
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Do-Ho Suh’s Staircase IV comprises a life-scale, red transparent nylon
reconstruction of the staircases that connected his first apartment in the USA
with his landlord’s. Unattached from the ground, this weightless structure
creates an unreachable, transitional vertical space and an unattainable
horizontal second floor. The piece reflects the artist’s enduring exploration
of the idea of home and sense of cultural displacement through architecture.
When I encounter this piece, I reflect upon Gaston Bachelard’s consideration:

After twenty years, in spite of all the other anonymous stairways, we would
recapture the reflexes of the “first stairway,” we would not stumble on the
rather high step. The house’s entire being would open up, faithful to our own
being. We would push the door that creaks with the same gesture, we would
find our way in the dark to the distant attic. The feel of the tiniest latch has
remained in our hands.
(Bachelard 15)
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In this statement, Bachelard points to the relationship between selfdefinition and architecture. By setting his spatial studies within the house, the
French philosopher stresses the significance of the constructed scenery of our
upbringing. He affirms that over and beyond our memories, the house we were
born in is physically inscribed in us (21), because it imparts a group of organic
practices [that] engrave within us the various functions of the inhabiting (22).
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Rachel Whiteread approaches the house from another viewpoint, and
defines it as a sealed, unreachable entity. In her controversial House (completed
in 1993) the artist presents a life-size concrete casting of the inner space of
an English Victorian house. The massive work reproduced all details of the
positive volume, yet it is displayed as a closed, impenetrable bulk. With this
choice, as noted by Vidler, she refuses all access to domestic familiarity and
seems to deny any nostalgic return to the womb (23). By negating the ability
to inhabit and refusing any form of domesticity, Whiteread deeply collides
with the London civic dominion. After a fervent public commotion, House was
demolished in 1994. Vidler describes the discussion that preceded this event
as follows:
Whiteread touched, and according to some commentators, mutilated, the
house, by necessity the archetypal space of homeliness. Article after article
referred to the silencing of the past of the house, the traces of former patterns
of life now rendered dead but preserved, as it were, in concrete if not in aspic.
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(Vidler 68)
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During the summer between my first and second year of graduate school,
I spent countless hours visiting German and French cathedrals. I was
developing independent research in regards to the possibilities of glass as a
mediator of light in space. Specifically, my investigation was engaged with
the particularities of still-standing stained glass of the 11th – 17th centuries
in relation to its influence on contemporary applications of large-scale, kilnworking techniques. Nevertheless, these months of quiet drafting, thoughtful
documentation, and slow walking enabled me to look beyond the technicalities
of my studies and witness the powerful burden of the sacred construction.
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While conscious of the intimate role of architecture in the shaping of
our identity, which is represented by Bachelard with the concept of the
“unforgettable house”, during these studies I also became aware of the
transcendent capacity distinctive to the sacred construction depicted by the
cathedral. The symbolic vertical prominence, complex vaults, high ceilings,
imposing façades, and grand portals are carefully crafted with the aim to
elevate. These characteristics enable the space to be experienced as removed
from its materiality and, ultimately, connect the worshiper with an elated
spirituality–the there.
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In Temple, a mixed media, site-specific installation, I focus on the
dematerialization of the aforesaid architectural adornments in order to present
my own perception of sacred space. In this piece I reference the High Gothic
postulates–impressively exemplified in the Parisian Sainte Chapelle–which
reduce the structural elements of cathedrals to their minimal expression,
and allow light to permeate the inner space of the stone constructions. While
suggesting an impending instability, Temple inverts the window-structure
relationship by displaying the transparent constituent (glass bubbles) as the
structural element.
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The simple insinuation of an arched enclosure, which resembles the existent
curved window in the room, turns this grouping into a contoured area.
Nevertheless, because this piece is situated in the ambivalent intersection
between a defined here, and an unattainable there, it lacks the fundamental
characteristics that distinguish a place. I credit this ambivalence as the reason
I turned my creative inquires away from the aforesaid here/there juncture, and
began my search for the elsewhere.
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Elsewhere is a negative
mirror. The traveler
recognizes the little that
he is, discovering the
much he has not had and
will never have.
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(Calvino 29)
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elsewhere
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Formal elements, along with cultural components can define where we are.
It is possible to affirm that inevitably we are standing in a country, and to use
that blunt approach to define our location. By seeking out the same criteria,
we could also evaluate the continent, or the hemisphere which contains
our position. At the same time, on a smaller scale, we could consider the
region, city, or commune, which would lead us to reflect upon the district,
neighborhood, street and even specific building and room in which we are
located. Yet, in gauging these possibilities, I return to Tuan’s reflections and try
to identify what are the specific elements that endow a space with value, and
allow for the apprehension of place.
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The need for a definition of place could become trivial if evaluated from
a functional perspective, yet it becomes a critical point when examining the
intrinsic relationship between the notion of place and the idea of identity. As
noted, Kwon examines the tendency to relate to a place in terms of belonging,
underlining how this affiliation can define our personality and reaffirm our
sense of self. In addition, Tuan says in regard to this dialectic that places and
objects define space (24), and that it is the identifiability of a location that
makes an indistinct area a place: The triangle is at first “space”, a blurred image.
Recognizing the triangle requires the prior identification of corners–that is, place
(25).
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Through my ongoing Flydesia project I explore the ways to create a
definition of place by delineating an illusory location as a place. First, with
a formal approach to definition, this site is outlined with shape, a dimension,
and a location. For practical matters it is then given a name, Flydesia (from
the Danish flyde, to float), and a set of political characteristics including: a
flag, coat of arms, constitution, government, economic system etc. As I invent
all the elements of the country, the question of how to evidence its existence
comes to light.
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I begin the indication process by representing Flydesia on the world map.
However, the geographical demarcation does not seem substantial, as the
mapped icon does not refer to the idiosyncrasies of the actual place. I thus opt
for an individually shaped standpoint, by referencing the country’s existence
through a made-up family vacation photo-book. Vacationing in Flydesia is
a hardcover standard printout that illustrates images of a household group
(mother, father, daughter, son) as tourists in this featureless land. Pictures
show moments of recreation in typical resort-like scenery, along with leisure
instances on a beach. No distinctive qualities come to light through the
flickering pages of the album; the proposed land appears as highly common, as
it is constituted by characterless, culturally-borrowed elements.
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While developing the dull profile of Flydesia, I took inspiration from
Foucault’s notion of Heterotopias. He states that there are sites that have the
property of being in relation with all other sites, but in such a way to suspect,
neutralize, or invent the set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or
reflect (26). After this, he announces the concept as follows:

There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilization, real placesplaces that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of societywhich are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia
in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the
culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Places of
this kind are outside of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate
their location in reality. Because these places are absolutely different from
all the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of
contrast to utopias, heterotopias.
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(Foucault 24)
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In the interest of exploring the limits of this proposition, and following
Auge’s notion of universal sameness (27), I embark on the meticulous crafting
of a plagiarized value endowment for Flydesia; this fictitious country will be
a fusion of influences, and will stand as a place without character, or unique
assets. I create an online presence which sustains the public image for the
nation. Through Wikipedia and www.visitflydesia.com, the concept of place
can be openly viewed and comprehended. The latter website promotes Flydesia
with images of parking lots, shopping malls, and suburbs, and creates a
circular narration around inarticulate, non-factual content. However, since
the digital platform impedes a direct interaction with the viewer, I turn my
investigation to the performative act. Throughout this process I employ the
vocabulary associated with souvenirs and tourism to make Flydesia’s existence
tangible, and to assign a material value to it.
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Flydesia, Enjoy the Fun! is a performance in which a promoter, in a tourist
booth, persuades pedestrians to learn about Flydesia. She encourages the public
to visit the country by offering to sell them air tickets. She displays brochures,
key chains, tumblers, water bottles, t-shirts, stickers, magnets, cards, and even
the Flydesian national fruit–the pear–to attract the pedestrian’s attention.
As the public approaches the stand and signs the mailing list, the promoter
eagerly answers questions and entices the crowd to take a free pencil inscribed
with the emblem “Flydesia, Enjoy the Fun!”
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In assessing Flydesia, I find that the overall project ultimately successfully
defines and exposes a place that does not physically exist in space. Yet, I also
recognize the various levels of problems intrinsic to this quest for definition,
which are mainly given by the representation form. Again, while grappling
with the question posed by One and Three Chairs, I doubt the formal qualities
with which I have showcased Flydesia. Nevertheless, I consider the project as
ongoing, and ascribe open possibilities to its future development, especially in
the expansion and advancement of the online platform.
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Mi Taller sets a precedent for my graduate work in terms of construction
resolution and spatial engagement. This architectural intervention blends the
given site–my studio, in Spanish mi taller–with the presence of curved walls.
The structure mimics the features of the existing architecture, following
the color, height, texture, and material of the adjacent original walls. The
narrowness of the piece interferes with the viewer’s space, and generates a
dialogue between the construction and the body.
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The experience of Mi Taller is certainly uncanny. The expectation generated
while approaching the passage between the curved walls is emphasized by the
physical encounter with the plaster surface which the visitor must touch in
order to access the intervened location. Yet, once reached, the internal space
offers nothing but a view to the local cityscape, along with a peculiar, too-small
area that confirms the inaccessibility to an enclosed section within the room.
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The boundary between the real architecture and the artificial intervention
in Mi Taller is not clearly defined. The experience of moving through the
indescribably familiar room seems foreign; it is a removed, eerie situation, very
much comparable to the ones devised by the work of American contemporary
artist Sarah Oppenheimer. Her interventions traverse the delineations
between sculptural and architectural form in order to create circumstances
and spaces of disjuncture. Oppenheimer directly references the construction
vocabulary, yet, given the sleekness of her pieces, presents a seamless dialogue
with contravened emplacements. It is pertinent to recall Kimberly Devanport,
Rice Gallery Director, who referred to this seamless, uncanny experience as a
method for triggering spatial awareness. On the catalogue of Oppenheimer’s
site-specific intervention D-17 she comments:
The simplicity and power of her works shock you into the present moment
of which you suddenly realize you were oblivious. Sarah’s work initiates a
perceptual change of time and space that feels almost like becoming aware
of a 4th dimension.
(Oppenheimer 5)

Through my exploration of Oppenheimer’s work I have become appreciative
of the indistinct separation between architecture and intervention. Within,
a mixed media intervention, intrudes upon an enclosed space (a storage
closet) with a white, massive volume that presents a gap formed by a positive
and negative shape. While the piece is structurally inflicted over the selected
location, the material’s quality disguises it within the proximate walls and
partitions. In addition, the horizontal cavity within the vertical plane offers
an apparent infinite inner aperture that blurs the real nature of the presented
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space; the closet function and size is obliterated, yet the imposed state is
indefinable as it also suggests room, corridor, or office.
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The presence of the piece is not only characterized by the white volume,
but also by the absent section within it. The parallel surfaces that demarcate
the gap are cast directly from the handcrafted topography of a remembered
location, yet, the fissure appears as an unidentifiable shape. This ambiguity of
reference turns the created landscape into a vague location; a place that lies far
from the here and that cannot certainly be attributed as a there.
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In A Través I further explore the possibilities of the absent fragment in the
vertical form. This piece responds to the architecture of an assigned gallery
space, and conforms to a close gap between a movable 10-foot space-divider and
a perpendicular wall. The close separation between the parallel, corresponding
surfaces is enhanced by the light phenomena of the room, because the piece
separates the natural lighter section, with the darker, video-projection area. In
opposition to the inaccessibility of reach in the previous piece, A Través can be
fully transited by the viewer, and it tends to be read as architecture more than
intervention. Again, this enables the work to merge with its emplacement, and
creates a seamless experience of perspective.
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I believe that within the disguised construction lays my compulsion to
suggest what Devanport defines as an awareness of a foreign spatial depth–
the fourth dimension. Likewise, the French philosopher and sociologist Henri
Lefebvre refers to this notion of spatial disjuncture as a space that is other:
The more carefully one examines space, considering it not only with the
eyes, not only with the intellect, but also with all the senses, with the total
body, the more clearly one becomes aware of the conflicts at work within it,
conflicts which foster the explosion of abstract space and the production of
space that is other.
(Lefebvre 391)
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In concurrence with this abstract capacity of space, I assign to these
camouflaged constructions the faculty to originate a space that is other; a space
that implies a location far from the here/there contention. These constructions
suggest what I have defined as an elsewhere.
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While in transit from here to there I reached a threshold, from where–
upon unveiling the impossibility of the here/there halfway–I constructed an
ethereal elsewhere. This trajectory made me cognizant of the nuances implied
in the actual act of transiency, for which I am beholden to the work of critical
thinkers and lucid makers who explore and advance the pending notion of
place.
Through the writing of this thesis I have unfolded and reexamined my
own creative practice. While delving into the profound origins of my current
inquiries, I go back to my young city observations and find inspiration in
my experience of Santiago, in the understanding of its isolation, and in the
pursuit of an essential mark of connection. By examining why these incipient
questions remain relentless, even as time passes, I realize that the interests that
define my artistic voice are shaped by my own experience as a flâneur.
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The close examination of the problems and strengths within my graduate
work has allowed me to define the poignant topics in which I want to focus
upon next. I acknowledge that my current limitations are rooted in the sitespecific realm of architecture and I am keen to expose myself to an experience
away from its built constraints. I want to understand how a living space can
be defined without architectural demarcations. Furthermore, I want to grasp
the notion of house–as the complex, unforgettable house defined by Bachelard–
while inhabiting uniquely portable, impermanent constructions.
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With the aim of exploring these interests, in the upcoming months I will
embark on my next research project with nomadic communities of Northwest
Kenya and study the relationship between space and place while solely in the
presence of temporary architecture. I foresee in this project, and hopefully in
others yet-to-come, the continued examination of these posed issues alongside
an advent of new interrogations.
My recent encounter with the editorial work of Phil Hubbard and Rob
Kitchin for the Sage Publication Key Thinkers of Space and Place (2004) has
proved to me that the research that I have compiled in these pages is only an
approximation of an extensive field of investigation. Hubbard and Kitchin’s
book comprises a selection of sixty-six authors who illustrate the diverse
ways in which space and place are conceptualized and analytically employed
to make sense of the world. This volume evidences that the questions that I
have encountered are of prevalent concern, and suggests that I can expand my
inquires to larger, unexplored grounds within the same theoretical framework.
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I came to RISD from Chile with the aim of achieving the highest level of
knowledge in the glass art field–the medium through which I developed my
earlier work. Now, as I approach the culmination of my graduate studies, I look
towards the even broader possibilities that lay before me, and feel a great sense
of eagerness. I have learned throughout these years that as an independent
creator I can self-tailor my own practice, and henceforth can make this
investigation the basis of prospective explorations and work.
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And so inevitably we
land some place where we
can negotiate inside and
outside, private and public,
self and other, individual
and collective, a place
where we can function as
individuals working with
other individuals to bring
something larger than our
circumscribed identities into
existence.
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